The most important factor in traffic is safety

CEO of transportation & traffic organization of Mashhad Municipality announced that to raise the safety factor they should close accident-prone U-turns throughout the city. Seyed Mehdi Emami in response to citizen’s frequent calls and messages for slow traffic problem where there is U-turn and now it’s closed said:

The main priority of this organization is to improve the safety of people. With this claim priority of implementation of any plan is to increase safety level and issues such as distance, speed, reduction of fuel consumption and pollution are in next priorities.

Create or blocking a U-turn anywhere in the city is completely an expertise job. It implemented according to assessment made by the municipality and traffic organization’s specialists and Rahvar police.

Emami referred to implementation of any project it need some move time for driver & other beneficiaries to get accustomed to the project and choose the appropriate path, said: According to law U-turns shall not be implemented in highways however, to facilitate transportation we have these U-turns until the crossover is equipped with interchanges and after completing intersection or interchanges, U-turns are blocked, Reported by Public relation department of transportation and traffic organization of Mashhad municipality.

Emphasizing that all these projects are implemented to increase safety and reduce traffic accidents and for improving the problem of traffic congestion and reduce its amount we need time until citizens become familiar with side paths and to have suitable selection for their way. He also apologized for all causes of traffic created in street and continued:

We request all citizens and drivers to support us with patience in reaching the main goal of this organization that is safety of transportation system users.